




MIA ELIAS 
is the revival of a long family tradition uniting expertise and passion with 
devoted handwork. We are proud to present handbags guided by pure and 
distinct designs. Italian calf skins selected by hand, the same way it was 
done four generations ago by the founders great-grandfather. MIA ELIAS 
ensures high quality standards set in 1895 by the renowned mediterranean 
saddle manufacturer, by obeying the rules of the family tradition. Smart 
variabilities and various color combinations hold the promise that the 
family pioneer gave of an honest and pure product over 120 years ago.





NAYLA Collection
The first MIA ELIAS collection unites classic elements with a pinch of 
functionality, combinig them in a hand-crafted calfskin collection.
MIA ELIAS “simple-chic-designs” connect practical details with simple 
elegance. “I have worked on a variable and yet personal handbag at the 
same time.” Nadra Claussen says. The lovingly converted idea resulted 
in five handbags, distinct in shape, size and color: a classic shopper, a 
spacious hobo bag, a drawstring bag, a crossbody bag and a pochette.  
The different carrier options available vary from a handle, chain, a belt to 
a classic leather strap.























MIA Crossbody

A colorful companion made 
from Italian calfskin and 
leather inside. Combinable 
with leather handle, chain, 
or any strap from the 
NAYLA Collection. You gotta 
have it all!





STELLA Drawstring Bag

Offers diversity in a 
distinctive shape. This 
bag offers all carrier 
options, from chain, strap 
to handle. It has never 
been so exciting to wear a 
drawstring bag.





HELEN Shopper

A spacious classic shopper 
with a color twist. The inside 
leather colors vary and give the 
rather calm model a vivid and 
harmonious look.





NADRA Bag

A cross-body hobo following 
new paths is what NADRA 
is about. The unlimited 
combinability from chain, 
straps up to the handle 
distinguish this hobo from its 
“classic characteristics”.





GINA Pochette

Small but very big in its 
combinability. All straps, 
handles and the chain are 
applicable on this little one. 
It also comes with a belt to 
tie around your hips. GINA 
adapts to you.





Carrying Accessories





www.mia-elias.com                   mia.elias.bags


